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RESIDUES OF FORMS WITH LOGARITHMIC SINGULARITIES 
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PediQado ai pflo6e-60fl Albefl;to Gonzalez Dom-<-nguez 

Let (X,Ox) be a reduced complex space of pure dimension n, and Y 

a nowhere dense closed subspace, not necessarily reduced, locall) 

defined by one equation. Both X and Y may be singular. 

The residue Res [z,] of a meromorphic p-form Z, E r(X,n~(*Y)) with 

poles on Y is in general a (2n-p-1) - current on X with support 

in Y (cf. [5] and [6]). 

Suppose that w has only logarithmic singularities on Y. This 

means that w = dip 1\ 1/1 + e on each member W of some open covering 
<p 

of X, where <p is a defining equation of Y in W, and 1/1 and e are 

(Grauert-Grothendieck) holomorphic forms on W. 

The purpose of this note is to show that in such case Res [z,] car 

be identified, in a sense precised in theorem 2.1, with a unique 

reduced holomorphic form 
~ p-1 

res[w]Er(Y,~<: y)' 
r, 

This property has been announced in [5], and it comJ1lements re

sults in [6]. We use without reference notations from this last 

paper. 

1. THE CYCLE OF ZEROS OF AN INVERTIBLE IDEAL. 

Consider the commutative diagram 

I-lP(X;a:) HP(U;a:) 8 HP+1 (X'a:) ----+ ---->- y " 

(1 ) i I i I(*Y) i jJ. 

1J-/P (x.n· )---7- 1J-/P (X ;n~ (*Y)) ---->- 1J-/P(X;Q~) ---> 
, X 
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associated in [~ , 2.3, to the exact sequence 

o ---+l n~ ------+l Q~( * Y) Q" • x ---+. 0 

of holomorphic forms on X, 

their quotient Q~ ; here U 

ideal in Ox that defines Y. 

meromorphic forms with poles on Y and 

X - Y. Denote by I the (invertible) 

c1pw 
The local forms -- , where ~w is a generator of I on each member 

~w 

W of some open covering of X, determine a section sCI) E r(X;Q~) 

that 

dl/lw 
only depends on I: If ~w and ~w 

c1pw + df , with f invertible. 
~w T 

f ~w are generators, then 

~ 

This section sCI) is closed; we denoted by ~(I) its image in 

1f{1 (X ;Q~), and by 

the cap product of M(~(I)) E H~(X;[) with the fundamental class 

[X] E H2n (X;[) of X. We identify H~n_2(X;[) ~ H2n _ 2 (Y;[) and de

fine the cycle [y] associated to I as the couple (cf. [11 , n. 2) 

(2) [ I ] [Y,c(I)] 

Ocasionally, we will also denote with [~) the cycle associated to 

the ideal generated by a holomorphic function ~. 

This notion of analytic cycle coincides with the classical one 

[2). If II and 12 are invertible ideals of Ox' it is clear that 

cCI i ·I 2 ) c CI 1) + c (I2) and [ II . 1 2 ) = [1 1 )+ [1 2 ), as follows 10-

cally from 
d(~l ·~2) d~l d~2 

for generators E I.. The ho + -- , ~i 
~l ·~2 ~1 ~2 ~ 
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momorphism 1 -.. [1] is compatible with restriction to open sub
spaces of X. 

Moreover, diagram (1) is functorial with respect to proper mor
phisms g: X'-+X of (paracompact) complex spaces such that Y' 

= g-l(y) is 1-codimensional. This follows because, except for 
the sign, ~ is composition of the connexion homomorphism 

liP (X ;Q~) 9!! 1H~ (X ;Q~) --+ lIrl (X ;n~ ) with the integration map 

I: 1H~+l(X;~) I H~+l(x;a;) (cf. [11,3.5), both compatible 
.\ 

wi th morphisms (cf. [1) , 3.11; the other vertical maps in (1) are 
also compatible, being defined by integration. 

Consequently, If l' = g-l(I) is the inverse image ideal of 1 and 

gO: H~(X;a;) ~ H~, (X' ;a;) is the mapping induced by g, we have 

(3) 

In this conditions, suppose that g]X') = [Xl, where 
g :H2 (X';a:) ---+ H2 (X;a:) is the mapping in (Borel-Moore) homo-

o n n 

logy induced by g, and [X') is the fundamental class of X'; this 
is the case, for instance, when g is a resolution. 

Then 

(4) g)I'l = [1) 

as follows from (3) and the equality go(ango(b)) 

for a E Ho (X' ;a:) and b E H;(X;a:). ([31, p. 214). 

go (a) n b , 

LEMMA 1.1. Let Z = (zl"",zn) be a coordinate system for a;n. 

Then [Zjl = 271'i(Zj);1(O) , where (Zj);l(O) denotes the hyper

plane z. = 0 • oriented canonically. 
J 

Proof· In this case X = a;n and Y = (z. 
J 

0). Consider the exact 

sequence of semianalytic cochains 
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0--, S· (X,U;[) --> S· (X;[) --> S· (U;[) --. () 

used in [6],1.5, to construct the upper sequence in (1]. 

The class .6 (Zj) E IHl (X ;Q~) in (1) is image of the class t (Zj) ue

fined by dzj/z j inIH1(x;n~(*Y))== Hlr(x;n~(*y)). Thus /J-(6(Zj)) = 

= <'lI(*Y)(t(z.)), and we identify I(*Y)(t(z.)) with the class in 
J J 

Hl (U;[) represented by the semianalytic cocycle of Sl (U;[) asso-

ciated to dz./z. by integration on the compact chains in U. The 
J J 

class <'lI(*Y)(t(z.)) is represented by the boundary <'la E S2(X,U) 
J 

of any cochain a E Sl(X) such that a = dz./z. on U. 
J J 

Let Bj E S2 (X;[) be the chain (zk = 0 if k I- j, I Zj I < € for some 

€ > 0), with the complex orientation of the j-coordinate plane. 

dz. 
Necessarily <'la(B.) = ---l (aB.) = 21Ti, and this implies that the 

J Z j J 

cap product of the class of <'la in H~(X;[) with the fundamental 

class of [n is the class in H~n_2(X;[) represented by the cycle 

21T i ( z . ) - 1 ( 0) " t ran s v e r s a I" to B. ( c f. [b J, 1. 6 and 1. 7). T his i s 
J Z J 

clear in the case n = 1 and in our case can be checked using the 

product structure of [n = [ x Y. 

COROLLARY 1.2. In the conditions of the introduction, suppoGe 

that no irreductible component of the set of zeros of ~ E r(W,Ox) 

is contained in the singular set of X. Then 

(5) 

where ~;1(0) denoteG the inverse image cycle of 0 by ~ ([21,4.12) 

Proof. It suffices to prove the equality on the simple points of 

(~ = 0). Locally at one such point, ~ can be expressed as a pro~ 

uct zi'" , with'" invertible and zl a coordinate. Therefore [~] = 

= p[ zl] and also ~;l (0) = P(Zl);l (0) ([2J, 4.10), so that (5) is 
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implied by last lemma. 

2. RESIDUES OF FORMS WITH LOGARITHMIC POLES. 

Let M be a complex subspace of an open set U in [D. Define the 

subsheaf N; M C n'u of germs of holomorphic forms 01 wi th the pro£ 
, r 

erty: i*(01) = 0 , where i denotes the embedding in U of the set 

of simple points of the reduced space Mr associated to M. 

The quotient n;,M = n;/N;,Mr is called the sheaf of reduced holo

morphic forms on M. This sheaf behaves functorially with respect 

to local morphisms of complex spaces (l1], 3.3), which allows to 

define the sheaf n' yof reduced forms for any complex space Y r, 

(cf. also [9]). 

There is a canonical epimorphism j: n ~ --+ n 'r,y , where n; is 

the sheaf of Grauert-Grothendieck forms on Y. The image by j of 

a form ~ E n~ will be denoted by ~ IYr , if no confusion can arise. 

Observe that n~, y = 0 if q > dim Y, a property not shared in gen-

q 
eral by ny, even when Y is reduced. 

THEOREM 2.1. Let w be a meromorphic p-form on X that has only l£ 

garithmic singularities on Y. There exists a unique reduced holo 
~ p-l 

morphic (p-1)-form resew) E r(Y,nr y) such that , 

Res[;::;] = I [Il .~ res (;:;) 

where 1 E Ox is the invertible ideal that defines Y, I[ I ] is the 

integration current on the cycle [I] and I[ I ] A res (w) is the cur 

rent 01 --+ I[ I] (res (w) A (1) • 

Proof. Given a point x E X, choose a neighborhood Wx of x in X 

such that a representation 
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as described in the introduction can be found (~ is a generator 

of I on W). One can suppose that a functlon P E r(Wx'Ox) exists 

whose set of zeros contains the singular set of Wx and is nowhere 
dense. 

Then Yo = ~P = 0) is nowhere dense in Wx ' and Wx - Yo has only 

simple points. By Hironaka's resolution of singularities ([71, 

p. 158), Wx can be chosen small enough to assure the existence of 

a proper holomorphic mapping w: W' ---+ Wx from a complex mani-
-1 

fold W' onto Wx ' such that Y~ 1r (Yo) has only normal crossing 

and the induced mapping W'-Y~ ---+ Wx-Y o is an isomorphism. 

Under these conditions, the following equality is contained im

plicitly in the proof of theorem 7.1 of [61 (cf. n° 7(4)): 

(6) Res[wl (a) Res [~ A IJiI (a) 
d~* Res [iO*" 1\ 1Ji*1 (a*) 

for all smooth forms a with compact support in Wx ; here ~* = ~.w, 

and a* and 1Ji* denote the reciproque image of ~, a and 1/1 by W • 

The variety Y~ = (~*p* = 0) has only normal crossings, so that 

Y' = (~* = 0) has also this property. Therefore, we can choose a 

coordinate neighborhood Q in W', centered at any given point in 

Y', together with coordinates w = (w1 , ... ,wn ) with the property 

that~*(w) =w v IT 
i=n vi 
i=l wi on Q, for some vector 

\! = (\! 1 ' ••• , \l n ) E Z n ( C f. [61 , 7. 3) . 

The restriction of [~*I to Q is equal then to 

(7) [ w\!] = L~=l \!k[ wk] 

Moreover, ~* L~=l \!k 

dWk 
on Q, which implies ( [6] , 

~* wk 

d * 1Ji*] L~=l \!k 

dWk 
A 1Ji*] (8) Res[~ A Res[ w-

~ k 

7.2) 
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By the definition of Res and lemma 1.1, 

lim 
6-+0 

21r i f 1/1* /I {3 
wk=O 

for any smooth form {3 with compact support in Q. 

By (7) and (8), we deduce that 

(9) Res [~* /I 1/1*] I[ '1'*] /I 1/1* 

on Q, and consequently on the whole W'. Then, by (6), (9) and 
next lemma, 

Res[w*] (a) = I ['1'*] (1/1* /I a*) II 11"[ '1'*]] (1/1/\ a) 

Moreover, 11"['1'*] ['1'] by (4), so that we conclude 

(10) 

on Wx ' which is the local version of the theorem. 

We show now that the support of the cycle ['I'] (in the sense of 
[1], 2.2) is exactly Wx n Yr or, equivalently, that the mul tipli~ .. 
ity in ['1'] of each (n-1)-dimensional irreducible component of 
Wx n Yr is not zero (in fact, is 211"i . k, with k integer> 0). 

This is elementary for those components not contained in the sin-
gular set sX of X; it can be 
1.2. Consider, therefore, a 

deduced, for instance, from 
(n-1)-component r of W n Y 

1.1 and 

ed in sX 

mines a 

x r 
of [ 'I' 1 The class c('I') E HZn - Z (Wx n Yr ;[) 

class c (r) E HZn - Z (r; a;) (as in [2] , 4.3) 

and the class c('I'*) E HZn-Z(Y' ; a;) of ['1'*] determines 

contain 

deter-

-1 -1 c(1I" (r)) E HZn _ 2 (1I" (I'); a;). Since 11". (c('I'*)) = c('I') the image 
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of c(1T- 1(r)) hy 1T:= II (1T- 1(r);a:) __ >1-1 (r;a:) is c(r), where 1T' 

is the mapping induced hy the restriction 1T' : 1T- 1 (r) ---+ r of 1T. 

The support of [1"*1 is Y', because W' is a manifold, so that the 

support of c (1T -l(r)) is 1T -l(f). Define K =1T(A Us (1T -l(f)) U sr , 

where A is the critical set of 1T'; A and K are analytic set~ (by 

the proper mapping theorem), dim K < n-1 and 1T' induces a proper 

local isomorphism 1T- 1(r - K) -+ r - K. 

This implies that .the class c(r), which is image of c(1T- 1(f)), is 

a non-zero multiple of the fundamental class of r, as wanted. 

It follows from t'his property of ll"l that the restriction 

ljilw n Y is uniquely determined by (10), since 1[1"1 II lji = 0 if x r 

and only if the restriction of ~ to the set of simple points of 

W n Y is zero. 
x r 

One deduces immediately that the local residue forms ~IW n Y as
r 

sociated by (10) to Res[wl define a global form res[Z,1 E f(Y ,Up-I) 
r,Y 

with the wanted properties. 

LEMMA 2.2. Let 1T: X' ---+ X be a proper morphism of paracompact 

analytic spaces, and let [M,e! E Sp(X;[) and [~l',c'l E Sp(X';a:) 

be semianalytic cycles such that 1T[M',c'l == [M,cl (i.e. :1T(M') M 

and 1T.(C') = c, where 1T.:l-lp (i'I') --7 Hp(M) if] the induced map in 

homology; cf. [11, 2.2). Then 

I[ M,cl ('Y) IlM' ,c' I (1T*r) , 

for each smooth p-form r with compact support in X. 

Proof. Let sM' and si'l be the singular sets of ~' and M, and A 

the critical set of the restriction M'-(s~l' U 1T- 1(sM))-->- M-sM 
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of 7r. Then K = 7r (A U sM') U sM is not semianalytic, in general 

([8], p. 135), but has p-dimensional Haussdorf measure equal zero. 
The currents 7rI[M')c'] and I[M,c] being "locally flat, it suffices 
to show that they are equal on M-K ([4], 4.1.20 and 4.2.28) 

-1 This is obvious, since the restrictionM' - 7r (K) ---->-M-K of 
7r is a proper local isomorphism. 
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